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Alsthom built BB906 switches Saigon yard probably in the early 60's.

An unknown 231 class derailed by guerrillas. Judging by the clothes,probably early 50's.
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Happy New Year!

Editorial

Yes I know Tết isn't until February, but as the next issue isn't
due until April, I thought I'd wish my reader (yes, you know
who you are!) a happy Vietnamese new year now.
First I must apologise for the lateness of issue number 2. As I
explained in that issue I was quite sick for some time so the
issue was considerably delayed. Hopefully I can get back on
track, though I have a feeling that this issue may be a little
late as well, but not as much as the October issue.
The most exciting news recently is the restoring of 141190 as
reported last issue. While my comments about the need for a
national museum still stand, it is great to see steam alive on
the rails of Việt Nam again and not just on a siding as first
tested, but in late December a 30 km run north from Sai Gon.

,

In this issue we return to Việt Nam for my fourth trip, learn
how to turn a Japanese C12 class into a Vietnamese 131 class,
watch the trains go by at Thap Cham Station and explore the
strange story of the 'Kreigslokomotif'.
As well we glimpse some older freight wagons no longer in
use (more information about these would be very useful) and
we have a look at the ubiquitous D9E class celebrating their
50 years of service.
Producing this emagazine is proving to be quite an
interesting experience. Having a deadline certainly clarifies
the thought patterns.
However as I have stated before, it would be nice to have
some feedback, articles, photos or thoughts from others beside
myself.
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Cover: Chinese built D19E937 prepares to leave
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So how about it? I'm sure our reader would love to read about
your adventures on Việt Nam Railways or see some of your
favourite photos.
I know I would.

David Gurnett
Editor and Publisher
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OF RE-UNIFICATION EXPRESS *
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5. Hanoi Metro
Target Publishing Date: April 201 5
*Content and publication dates subject to the editor's personal whims and
interests at the time!

We're Looking For Contributions To This
Publication!!

In order to continue this publication any further than a hand full of issues,
we're looking for contributions from anyone who has an interest in the
railways of Việt Nam, whether it be technical, model, historic, photographic
or travel related.
If you have experienced railways in Việt Nam, or are interested in making
models, or just have a fascination for locomotives and rolling stock, we'd
love to hear from you.
You can write in English or Vietnamese. Vietnamese will be translated if
necessary.
Please send any contributions to :
reunificationexpress@gmail.com

MODELLING
MODELLING THE 1 31 CLASS
IN N SCALE

the Dalat engine), painting the buffer beams and other minor
changes to more accuartely reflect the Vietnamese
locomotive.
I believe the engines were given the nickname 'Little Star" so

1 31 -428 at Dalat 201 0
The C12 262 tank locomotive was designed and built in
Japan during the 1930's. The story of how some members of
this class ended up in Việt Nam is a complicated and
fascinating one. That story will be investigated in the next
issue.
The fact that at least two examples still exist with one
possibly still able to produce steam makes it even more
interesting.
I had known about the MicroAce model of the C12 class for
some time but had not been able to get one because all
listings were marked 'out of stock'. This is the only
locomotive used in Việt Nam available commercially in N
scale as far as I know. I don't count the BR52 2100
locomotives as they were never really used there.
Purely by accident I came across an online hobby shop in the
US with one model in stock so ordered it immediately before
anyone else could get it.
My prize finally arrived and after I opened the package, I
noted that this particular version had smoke deflectors,
common on Japanese C12's but not fitted on the Vietnamese
version.
My aim was to use the locomotive on my layout so I needed
to perform a few modifications to bring it up to VN standard.
Modifications would include removing the smoke deflectors,
fitting Microscale couplers, renumbering ( I chose 131428,

C1 2 model with smoke deflectors removed.

.

a star on the smoke box door seemed appropriate as well I
later decided against this and replaced it with a more modern
logo.
I had hoped that the smoke deflectors just clipped into the
locomotive boiler sides, but it was a little more complicated
than that so I had to cut the deflectors off with a razor saw,
including the two stays on each side that connected to the
boiler. As it turned out the cuts were almost invisible so no
problem.
The body is made of black plastic which has a slight sheen so
it looks OK, but I intended to repaint the body with engine
black at some stage with some modest weathering.
The most difficult part of the conversion was the replacement
of the 'rapido' coupling on the rear with a microscale one and
the fitting of another microscale coupler at the front, which
came fitted with a moulded dummy coupler.
The model isn't the greatest of operators, which rather
surprised me as I had always read that Japanese models have
high quality mechanisms, but this one was (is) a little bit
jerky, maybe because of the short wheelbase or perhaps
because it had been on a shelf for a while. Unfortunately my
skills as a fine tuner of models are very limited so, apart from
hoping that the mechanism will wear in, I'll just have to put up
with it. Maybe as I run it in it will improve.
If I'm not happy with the operation I can always do a 'Dalat'
and sit it on a siding for my N scale wedding parties to get
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1 31 (Continued)
their photos taken!
The other major decision I had to make was whether the
model should have a 'cowcatcher' or not. It appears that the
131's were orignally delivered without cowcatchers, but had
them fitted at some later date. There are photos of engines
towards the end of their life wearing cowcatchers.
I decided not to fit one at the time as building one from brass
tubing looked quite complicated. Maybe later.

Limited edition C1 2 model in HO scale.

Finished Model

Indian buillt D13E714, pulls into Tap Cham with a container train.
It will wait for passenger SE8 heading north to cross and then
head south towards Saigon.
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TRAVEL

Weddings, Parties ...
In 2012 I travelled to Việt Nam for the fourth time

.

The night market and food stalls surrounding Ben Thanh
Market semed just as busy as ever however.
The next morning saw us on the bus, heading north on
Highway 1. Again many small shops and businesses appeared
closed as we traversed the highway.
There was a bit of a hiccup on the way. The airconditioning
had not worked properly since we left Sai Gon. It eventually
died so we spent half an hour or so in a wayside refreshment
place while an attempt was made to fix the equipment.
Because many mechanics were closed it wasn't easy to find
someone to help with the work.

My fourth trip to Việt Nam had a definite purpose, to get
married, so trains were not at the top of my agenda.
However, that didn't stop us from engaging in a bit of train
'spotting'.
We arrived as usual in Ho Chi Minh City and found that we
were in the middle of Tểt or Vietnamese New Year. The trip
from the airport to our hotel in District 1 was much less busy
than it usually is.
Ho Chi Minh City was well decorated but it was noticeable
that many small shops and businesses were closed. I was told
that many Vietnamese go home for New Year hence the closed
shops.

To sleep, perchance to dream.......
We finally moved off again, but I don't think the
airconditioning worked properly the whole trip.
The good thing was that as we travelled along the highway I
was able to take photos of various typical Vietnamese houses
and other rural buildings which I'll use in my various
modelling endeavours

.

We eventually arrived at our
destination, Phan Rang at around
sunset. It had been a long day.
We had a few days before the
wedding so in between making sure
everything was organised, and visiting
relatives, we escaped to Tháp Chàm
station to do some train watching.

Spectacular decorations for Tet in Sai Gon near Ben Thanh Market

Tháp Chàm yard was off celebrating
Tết along with everyone else, so not a
lot was happening there either.
However because nothing was
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moving I was able to get lots of images of various pieces of
freight rolling stock, to be used to draw up plans at some future
time.
The trick is to get side views and end views, not always easy.
Then if you know the length, width and height (it's written on
the side of each vehicle) you can produce reasonably accurate
drawings, good enough for modelling purposes anyway.
Being a life member of the Australian Procrastinators Society
not very many plans have been drawn up so far. But it will
happen. Honest!
After the wedding we had a look around Phan Rang City and
surroundings, including a trip to an open air fish market and a

give you some idea of the fantastic view.
Our final destination was back to Sai Gon which included a
quick trip to Sai Gon Station as well as a wander around
District 1 so that I could take lots of photos.
Saigon Station was quite sleepy, but we did see D19E954
about to leave the station heading north for Ha Noi, as well as
D9E227 shunting (switching) the station and 141 158 still on
it's plinth but looking a little worse for wear. A cat seemed to
have made a home in the locomotive as well.

visit to the Phan Rang Market (Cho Phan Rang).

Ho Chi Minh City (especially District 1) is fantastic,
particulary at night with many of the beautiful French
buildings lit up and the temperature much cooler than during
the day, a perfect place to go for a romantic stroll.

Phan Rang is a small but very pleasant city with relatively wide
streets and not the crazy traffic you experience in the larger
Vietnamese Cities.
We then travelled to Thap Cham and climbed the steps to the
top of Poklong Garai. What a view!
From the top you could see in all directions. Those with access
to Google Earth will find a 3D panorama of this site, which will
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(Continued on Page 26)

Vietnam Railways
Forum
The main forum for sharing information about railways in
Viet Nam is the Vietnam Railways Forum (Dau May Toa
Xe).
This forum has contributors from all over Viểt Nam and
occasionally overseas.
The forum is in Vietnamese language but it does have an
English language section which unfortunately isn't very busy.

to get yourself introduced to the "look and feel" of the modern
Vietnamese rail system.
The vast majority of posts are in Vietnamese of course, so I
have developed a system where I use my tiny knowledge of
'tiếng việt' (Vietnamese language) with a mixture of Google
Translate on my PC, a translation app on my phone, an
EnglishVietnamese dictionary and when completely stumped,
my Vietnamese wife (unfortunately her knowledge of railway
jargon is very limited). It seems to work. Some of the finer

There are quite a number of photos and videos posted, but
they are sometimes difficult to find if you're looking for
something specific.
The members tend to reflect the rail system as it is today,
rather than the past, so historical information is limited, but
does exist.

arguements sometimes escape me but in general I get the gist
of what's being discussed.
Vietnamese members of the forum have established
geographically based groups who often meet together to
discuss railways, take photos and videos.
There is quite an active model railway subforum but very
rarely is the modelling about models of Vietnamese railways.
In addition most modellers appear to be more collectors than
builders.
The hobby is still in it's early stages with modellers quite
happy to mix locomotives and rollingstock from different
systems and countries, no longer really acceptable in countries
with a much longer modelling history.
Probably the most interesting part of the forum for me are the
short videos of Vietnamese trains which are regularly posted
by members. A lot of the videos are now High Definition so
look really nice on your HD TV.
For those who have never been to Viet Nam this is a geat way

You sometimes find some gems in the posts. For example
photos of the standard gauge D16E class (Chinese DF3) that
were posted a couple of years ago. Or the card models of
various DSVN locomotives that were posted as well. There
have been other card models and drawings as well but they are
only accessible using a phone access system which seems to
be unique to Vietnam (and doesn't work outside Vietnam). I
wish they were all available through a website or similar.

To access the forum, go to:
http://www.daumaytoaxe.com
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OPINION
I understand that there has been a significant drop in the
number of Vietnamese choosing to travel home by train
during Tet (Vietnamese New Year) this year. In the past trains
have been packed and a number of extra trains have had to be
provided.

on one of the sleeping buses from Ho Chi Minh City against
my better judgement. I'm not as young as I used to be and my
sense of adventure seems to be waning.
The main aim of the driver seemed to be to squeeze as many

Commentators have various theories as to why, but combining
these figures with the relatively small percentage of freight
now carried by rail in Viet Nam, and the problems concerning
some senior management in 2014, the DSVN isn't in as good
a shape as the country could expect it to be.
One suggestion is that the fares are too high for the fairly
mediocre service passengers get.
They can travel in one of those 'sleeping' buses on the roads
for far less. But the roads in Viet Nam are not the safest
places, as anyone who has been on them would testify.
Another is that train times are not always convenient for
passengers, arriving at some major stations at 2 or 3 in the
morning while coaches run to the major destinations a
number of times a day.
The number of tourists travelling on trains in Viet Nam must
also be a concern to authorities.

passengers into the coach as possible. There were people
lying on mats in the aisles and doubling up in the sleeping
bays. It was very dangerous. What would have happened if
we had to get out of the bus in a hurry I hate to think.
Sleeping coaches seem like a good idea in theory, but in
practice they are overcrowded, claustrophobic and unsafe,
and as a westerner the sleeping bays are too short and very
uncomfortable or maybe that was just my experience. Also

Left: Sleeping coach before
the crush.
After I returned home I
noticed an article in the VN
media severely criticising
bus companies for
overcrowding and unsafe
practices and calling on the
government to do
something about it.

Despite many reviews on the internet extolling the virtues of
train travel in Viet Nam there seems to be a definite drop in
the number of foreign travellers on passenger trains.
As well, it has been very difficult to purchase DSVN tickets
online, particularly from overseas. I believe this has been
improved recently.

there seem to be a number of less than scrupulous operators
involved in the bus/coach business.
The trip was a nightmare.
Never again. I take back everything I ever said about the good
old DSVN.
When we returned to Saigon it was on SE7.

On our last trip to Viet Nam my wife talked me into travelling
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David Gurnett

GA THÁP CHÀM
THAP CHAM STATION
Tháp Chàm is a quite attractive medium sized station on
the main NorthSouth Railway approximately six hours
north of Saigon. It provides access to trains for people who
live in the Tháp ChàmPhan RangNinh Tuan Province as
well as freight facilities for local businesses.
The Station sees regular passing of freight and passenger
trains on the single track mainline and boasts a repair facility
for freight vehicles.
The station was also the terminus for the Dalat cog railway
from the 1930's to the 1970's and hopefully again at some
time in the future.
Tháp Chàm's other claim to fame is the Poklong Garai
religious complex perched on a hill behind the station
workshops.

The main station building is relatively new, and is modelled
on the architectural style of the Cham people. The earlier
station building still appears to be there too with its original
French signs still partially intact.
Like many Vietnamese stations, the main station consists of
low level platforms, in this case four, with several passing
loops behind to accommodate freight trains. Again, like most
Vietnamese stations, platforms 1 and 2 are either side of the
main line, which means that only one train at a time can
actually occupy the two platforms.
Coming from a country with mainly high level platforms and
access to the rails strictly forbidden, I find it fascinating to
watch members of the public wandering across the running
lines either to speak to someone, or gain access to their house
on the other side.

You can cross the tracks at the southern end of the station and
exit through a gate in the fence. It's then a short hike to the
Poklong Garai complex through a couple of back streets. The
view from the top of the hill is certainly worth the effort.

There are a number of photos taken of the station over the
years so it's fascinating to see the changes that have occurred.
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Above are two images from probably the late 1940's showing
the workshop building and a small part of the engine shed.
Notice the predominantly 4 wheel freight rolling stock, very
similar to any number of wagons used on metre gauge lines

page 8 of this issue of the same area today.

throughout France at this time, right down to the light grey
paint scheme. There is also a 220 class hiding behind a pile of
firewood.

Below, is another photo taken in the late 1960's of another
220 class apparently in storage. According to a 1968 ''Trains'
magazine article (see previous issues) this is 2201xx.

Below is a later colour photo taken sometime in 1968 by Bill
Robie. The buildings and surrounds don't seem to have
changed, but a lot of the rolling stock is made up of silver US
built bogie boxcars. There are a number of steam locomotives
apparently stored and looking worse for wear. The area behind
the workshops is quite 'barren'. Compare this to the image on

It's surprising how Tháp Chàm has changed over the years,
and yet stayed so much the same. It may not be the biggest
or busiest station in Việt Nam but there's certainly plenty to
interest any serious railfan.
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Above the second 1940's photo.

Thap Cham (Cont'd)
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January GALLERY
There are a number of these Chinese built track vehicles on the
system.

The modern but decidedly plain facade of Saigon Station.
Platforms are to the left. There is some talk about it being
moved again, even further away from the city centre.
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January GALLERY

Russian built Tu7, D4H 528 sits in the platform at Dalat.
This seems to be the backup engine in case the Tu6
fails.
1 31 -428 basks in the sun at
Dalat. Now only used for
wedding photos and similar
(Dalat is the honeymoon
capital of Việt Nam).
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This Months's Plan

Queensland Railways
DH Class
DSVN D5H Class
These 13 500 hp diesel hydraulic locomotives were
originally built between 1968 and 70 by Walkers Ltd in
Queensland, Australia, for the 3 ft 6" Queensland
Railways as that systems DH Class.
They were surplus to QR requirements and after being re
gauged to metre gauge were delivered to Việt Nam
Railways between 1993 and 1995.
The locomotives have spent all their time in the north on
the Hanoi to Lao Cai line, mainly working with Chinese
built DFH21 locomotives and on Hanoi 'suburban'
services.
The locomotives were delivered still in their Queensland
Railways paint scheme and that hasn't changed. It seems
odd seeing locomotives working in Việt Nam with 'QR"
on the side.
The locomotives are numbered D5H025, and 051 to 062.
Our drawing depicts the locomotives as operated by QR
so still with buffers. and gauged at 3' 6"

.

Most of the members of this class still seem to be in
service despite being over 45 years old.

SCALE: Approximately1 :87/ HOn 3 1 /2
Note: Plan is of original QR DH class
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MODERN LOCOMOTIVES
50 Years of Service
The VNHX BB907/DSVN D9EClass
In the 1960's and 70's the
General Electric Corporation
of the US. developed a series
of 'Universal' dieselelectric
locomotives designed mainly
for export and for 'narrow'
gauge railways.
One of these was the model
U8B which was delivered to a
number of countries starting
in 1961, including South
Vietnam.
The U8B was apparently an
upgraded version of their
U6B with a 900 horsepower
Caterpillar D398 engine as opposed to the U6B's 640 hp
D397.
Other countries to use similar locomotives were the
Phillipines, several South American countries and New
Zealand
The then VNHX had already had a bit of a flirt with six
BB901 class locomotives so the arrival of 45 U8Bs from
the US was a logical progression.
Lack of good quality coal in the south made operating
steam locomotives more difficult so the new fangled
diesels would have been a godsend.

The U8Bs were part of a US aid package to the south
which included a number of modern freight vehicles, in
particular a large number of bogie boxcars, intended to
replace the various worn out freight vehicles then in use.
Many of these boxcars are still in use as well.
The U8Bs were apparently delivered in three batches
across 1963 ,64 and 65 and were numbered BB907 class,
BB meaning two 4 wheel trucks and 907 being the next
number after the French diesels.
Unfortunately, as the southern system became more and
more damaged the need for these locomotives became
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correspondingly less, with only a small number in service
by 1975 when the VNHX was virtually at a standstill.
With the reunification of Việt Nam in 1975, the
Government set the restoration of the NorthSouth
mainline as a priority. It's interesting to note that while
the first 'ReUnification Express" was steam hauled out
of Hanoi, it was D9E hauled when it entered Saigon.
Surprisingly after more than 50 years since the first units
were delivered, they are nearly all still in service, used

successful as no more locomotives have been treated this
way.
The locomotives have appeared in several colour
schemes, initially in a very dark green with yellow
stripes, and currently a lighter green with similar stripes.
At some point one or more were painted red with white
stripes (see last issue) Originally the handrails appear to

.

Basic Data
Class:
Builder:
Model:
Gauge:
Wheel Arrangement:
Engine:
rated at:
No In Class:
Delivered:
Road Nos:
Original Nos:
Length:
Maximum Speed:
mainly as shunters and to haul local freights and many of
them still seem to be in the south their original 'home'.

,

The only member of the class which has definitely been
scrapped is D9E233.
Two members of the class were updated a few years ago
with new Caterpillar engines, raising them from 900 hp
to around 1000 hp and reclassifying them as D10E but not
renumbering them.
The experiment doesn't seem to have been particularly
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D9E
GE (USA)
U8B 900
1 000 mm
B-B
Catterpillar D398
91 0hp/678 kw
48
1 963/64/65
201 -247
907-954
33' 06"/1 0058 mm
55 mph/88 kph

REVIEWS
This issue we concentrate on various scenery products
suitable for a Vietnamese based layout. Some of these
products are actually made in Viet Nam.

HO Scale Banana Trees:

have been painted black, these days they're painted white.
There is a near enough model available in HO/OO, made
by Frateschi in Brazil, though it is a U6B rather than a

These model banana trees are purported to be HO(1/87) scale
but I have also seen them advertised as S scale (1/64).
As they are the only commercially available readytorun
model banana trees I suppose beggars can't be choosers.
They are difficult to get but they look OK and several
different sizes are in the box.
U8B. You can get it 'undecorated' so no need to strip off
the paint. There was a short review in Issue 1.
If you want one in N scale you'll have to do what I intend
to do: Modify an N scale GE 70 ton model, mainly by
lowering the roof.

You get 15 plastic trees ranging from 1 1/2" (40 mm) to 2
1/2" (70 mm) in height. In N scale this would be from 6.4
metres to 11.2 metres, in HO 3.4 metres to 6 metres.
According to Wikipedia, real banana trees average around 5
metres tall when fully grown so clearly these models are
closer to HO than N.
The models are manufactured by Pegasus Hobbies and are
available at:

www.pegasushobbies.com/

Noch N and HO Scale Pot Plants:

If you want to find out more and see
more images, see the Railways in
Vietnam website.
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Anyone who has been to Việt Nam or any resident of Việt
Nam will tell you that Vietnamese people love pot plants,
particularly 'bonzai' style. Noch, the German scenery and
building kit company now has a number of pot plants
available in N scale and HO to add colour to stations, houses
and other buildings. They come in sets of about 5 pots with
different plants, flowers or small bushes. Available from any
hobby shop that sells Noch products.

HO and N Scale Palm Trees

Etched Brass Banana Leaves:

What would a model railway depicting Việt Nam be without
coconut palms?

This is an alternative way to get bananas for your layout. The
fronds are etched in brass and you have to provide your own
'trunks'.
Working with brass etchings may not be for everyone, but the
range of bananas available is very limited, so this may suit
some, particularly if you are a more experienced modeller.
Available from:

http://www.scalelink.co.uk

N Scale and HO Scale Bamboo:

There are a wide variety of models available, but it's
important you get 'coconut palms' or similar rather than the
ones that actually depict 'date' palms.
I find the palms produced by the Taiwanese company JTT in
Việt Nam very suitable for my needs. they come in a range
of heights so can be used for a range of scales.
There are also cheap models manufactured in China, but
some don't look very good, too 'plasticky' if there is such a
word and toylike.

www.jttmicroscale.com/
www.modelrectifier.com/scenery

HO and N Scale Acacia Trees

There are several different brands available of model bamboo,
some looks very realistic and others not so.
The Japanese company Tomytec produces an N scale bamboo,
which to be honest isn't all that great. It comes as stems/trunks
with lots of leaves to attach. It doesn't look very realistic and
is very fiddly to assemble.
There is also a model bamboo which is manufactured in
China and available in N scale, under various names or no
name at all. To me this one actually looks better than the
more expensive Japanese product.
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Acacia Trees are quite common in Việt Nam. They are often
big and spread out quite magificently.
This range of models is marketed widely by the Taiwanese
company JTT and are manufactured in Việt Nam. They are
also marketed under the JTT/MRC brand (particularly in the
US).
They are available in several heights suitable for N and HO
scales in particular. You can get JTT scenery products
dierectly from the company (see above).
Many hobby shops also carry the range.

Upgraded SE3/4 launched

For the first time Việt Nam has trains running on the route
North  South of 5 star quality with superior service, and staff
similar to flight attendants.
Train SE3 travels daily from Hanoi to Saigon and SE4 does
the same from Saigon to Hanoi.
The Saigon Passenger Transportation (Rail Corporation
Vietnam) has invested 83 billion VND to upgrade the SE3 / 4
fleet , to ensure the equipment on board as well as services

meet the 5 star standard. The 5 star train began operation in
late January, after 4 months of investment and upgrading.
The photo above shows Mr. Dang Xuan Dinh, Senior
Steward for SE3 preparing to go pick up the train journey
north  south with some of his crew members.
Starting from Hanoi at 10 pm, the train will take 31 hours
arriving in Saigon station at 5:30 am.
Although the train SE3 has been upgraded, the fare has not
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Before the train departs , a Soul nh Phung Ngoc, Deputy
Manager in charge of train safety , is seen checking
equipment and utensils to serve guests.
The most advanced coaches are sleeping cars with
compartments with 4 berths accommodating 28 passengers
with ticket price of 1.7 million VND.
The corridors are lit with a yellow light which gives an added
feeling of luxury

.

changed compared to the normal train.
The train has 13 carriages, including 11 passenger and two
ancillary coaches.

The toilet facilities and wash basins have been replaced with
the latest type that don't discharge into the environment.
Between the coaches are fitted semiautomatic glass doors.
The photo belows shows Mr. Dang Xuan Dinh checking the
doors to welcome passengers aboard.

There are two services per day bewtween Hanoi and Saigon.
Employees serving on board SE3 were selected from Vietnam
Railway Attendant Union and underwent a rigorous training
process.
Each train has 31 employees

.

Air conditioned sitting cars cost VND 1.2 million. Aluminium
is used to reduce weight and to reduce noise. On the floor is
covering imported from Japan. There are two TVs per car.
There are sleeping cars with 6 beds in each compartment
costing VND 1.5 million. Blankets, sheets pillows and
mattresses have been completely renewed .

Catering prices are similar to other trains: beef noodle bowls
cost VND 30,000 ; 35 thousand VND for rice ; coffee, beer,
soft drinks priced from 12 to 25,000 VN Dong.
Editor's note: This upgraded service has received many
favourable comments from passengers. VNR plans to build 52
new carriages by the end of this year to upgrade more Hanoi
Ho Chi Minh passenger services to the '5 star' standard of
SE3/4.

This story originally published in VNExpress in
Vietnamese. Translated by Google translate and the
editor. Photos (c) VNExpress.
"http://www.vnexpress.net"
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Some Earlier Freight Wagons

This vehicle now lives in Switzerland along with several
rack locomotives from Dalat.

Phtographed in Saigon Station yard in the late 60's.

Still in service despite being at least 60 years old and
probably a lot older, XT brakevan photographed in 2010.
This vehicle is now stored at Dalat along with the 131Class.

French miliary personel pose in front of a plain sided
4 wheel boxcar
Also photographed in Saigon Station yard in the late 60's

US built bogie sidetipping wagon, introduced presumably
when the D9E and boxcars introduced durng the 1960's.

Another covered vehicle from French colonial times.
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Steam Alive!! More photos of 141190
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The Strange Story of the BR52 in Viet Nam
Most were either from Poland ( Py2 class or Ty2 class) or the
then USSR (TE Class).
The image at the top of this page was purportedly taken some
time in 1989 so it would seem that they survived until the end
of the 80's possibly into the early 1990's.
However it appears that they were never actually used! They
never received a Việt Nam class (they would have been 150
class).
The BR52 was a standard gauge (1.435mm) WWII 2100
steam locomotive often referred to as "Kriegslokomotive"
built in Germany and other parts of Europe

.

Thousands were built across occupied Europe as part of the
German war effort and many ended up in the service of other
European nations at the conclusion of the conflict.

According to several reports they were too heavy for Việt
Nam's extremely poor quality rails, so would have caused
major damage if they had run.
In addition there were plenty of Chinese 282 steam

By the 1980's most of them (those that remained) would have
been well and truly worn out, so it was problematic when a

number of these locomotives were shipped to Việt Nam to
plug a locomotive shortage on the standard gauge in the
North.

locomotives (GP6 class) available for the standard guage and
around this time VN Railways management seems to have
decided that diesels were the way to go anyway, rather than
steam. Signifcant numbers of 141 and 231 class locomotives
were being withdrawn and were already on the storage tracks.
It's interesting that a group of visitors to Yen Vien in 1998

They were donated to Việt Nam as part of arrangements with
fraternal eastern Bloc countries.
There is some doubt as to exactly how many locomotives
actually reached Ha Noi, estimates ranging from 8 to 16. My
research has so far only been able to identify 8 or 9
locomotives.
On arrival they seem to have been stored at Yen Vien, the
main standard gauge locomotive depot, and apparently that's
where they stayed.
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Strange Story of the BR52 (Cont'd)
took photos of what look like TE class, one seemingly being
used as a static boiler, so it's possible that at least some
survived till then.
But what happened to them after that is anyone's guess. So
unless anyone can provide evidence to refute this, I'm
presuming that they were scrapped.

I've had a look at the Yen Vien rail site on Google Earth, but
their is nothing that looks even vaguely like a BR52 stored on
any of the tracks.
So what started out as a friendly gesture ended up a complete
flop. It would be interesting to know if any of the locomotives
(apart from the stationary boiler) was ever in steam in Việt
Nam. It appears unlikely.

What could be a TE class hiding behind some trees at
Yen Vien sighted by visitors in 1998

Weddings, Parties etc..(Continued from Page 8)
The next day we went for a walk along the Sai Gon River
bank. It was interesting to see the traditional Vietnamese river
craft. We also visited a street market in the 'suburbs' of Sai
Gon. Unlike Ben Thanh, this one was for the locals and
spread out along the sides of one street. It was also a lot
cheaper.
Our final day in HCMC saw us relaxing in the 23 September
Park and eating Pho at Pho 24 and generally just wandering

Above: The People's Committe Building in Sai Gon
Below: The Sai Gon Opera House

around .
Later in the day we finally made it to Tan Son Nhut Airport
and winged our way back to old Sydney Town via Viet Nam
Airlines.
Back to the real world!
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And for those who are interested, our wedding went very well
thank you. We enjoyed it so much we did it again in Sydney
12 months later!

Ga Hống Há Update

SNIPPETS

There are several videos of 1 41 -1 90 on Youtube. One
shows the locomotive moving around the yard at Di An
and another shows one of it's test runs with a D4H
locomotive as a 'pusher'. There is also a longer news
item on the Tuoi Tre online newspaper site which
includes an interview with the project engineer (if you
speak Vietnamese).

Some progress is being made on the editor's Viet Nam based
layout. Here are a couple of photos to show you 'where we're
at'. The white building is the People's Committe. The large
white ball will be added to the roundabout a la Nha Trang.

For those who are interested in the BR52 locomotives
mentioned elsewhere in this publication, there are quite
a number of models available in N Scale, HO scale and
I believe even O Scale. The N and HO models being
manufactured by companies such as Lilliput and
Fleischmann, are superb models, but very expensive.

Readers of the first issue may have noticed an ad for
some modelling items. Unfortunately the development
of these products is taking longer than originally
anticipated. When they are ready I will notify readers
through this magazine and through my blog. Sorry if
you were a little disappointed. They will happen but a
little patience is required. The first products should be
VNR decals in N and HO scales.

Above: Hong Ha City and station. Coaches are repainted US
coaches that look OK from a distance.

Modellers might be interested in the fact that both the
Taiwanese scenery materials company JTT and the
British Model Company Hornby get their scenery
materials manufactured in Viet Nam. I wouldn't be
surprised if they were made in the same factory. If
anyone knows where these products are actually
manufactured and by who please let me know.

There was supposed to be an article on the Hanoi
metro this issue, but due to a variety of factors it has
had to be held over to the next one. In the meantime if
anyone has photos of the current work please let me
know as these kinds of photos are difficult to obtain.
Unfortunately once again this issue is very late (I did
say it would be a little late). I'm having trouble shaking
off the pneumonia I had before Christmas. Hopefully the
next one (which was due in April) will be a little closer to
the planned publication date, at the latest early May, as
my wife and I are travelling to Viet Nam for three weeks
in May.
Above: The rural end of the layout. On the far right is a 'pond'
which will have some ducks etc added at some stage.
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